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Abstract: One of the new mining technique is generated by a combination of association rule mining and fuzzy logic is Fuzzy 

association rule mining (Fuzzy ARM). An association relationship can help in decision making for the solution of a given problem. 

Association Rule Mining (ARM) with fuzzy logic concept facilitates the straightforward process of mining of latent frequent or repeated 

patterns supported their own frequencies within the sort of association rules from any transactional and relational datasets containing 

items to indicate the foremost recent trends in the given dataset. These fuzzy association rules use either for physical data analysis or 

additionally influenced to compel any mining task like categorization (classification) and collecting (clustering) which helps domain 

area experts to automate decision-making. Within the concept of data mining, usually fuzzy Association Rule Mining (FARM) technique 

has been comprehensively adopted in transactional and relational datasets those datasets containing items who has a fewer to medium 

quantity of attributes/dimensions. Classical association rule mining uses the concept of crisp sets. AS it uses crisp sets, classical 

association rule mining has number of drawbacks. To conquer drawbacks of classical association rule, the concept of fuzzy association 

rule mining is introduced. There is an enormous range of various sorts of fuzzy association rule mining algorithms are available for 

research works and day by day these algorithms are getting better. However at identical time problem domain also becoming more 

complex in nature so that research work is still going on continuously. In this paper, I have studied several well-known methodologies 

and algorithms for fuzzy association rule mining. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Data mining is the technique to dig out the inherent 

information and knowledge from the collection of, 

incomplete, imperfect, noisy, fuzzy, random and 

unsystematic data which is potentially functional and 

people do not know in advance about this hidden 

information. The necessary distinction between the 

traditional data analysis technique such as query reporting 

and the data mining. The most important use of data 

mining is in programmed data analysis technique to come 

across or to find out earlier unseen or undiscovered 

associations among various data items in the dataset. 

 

Data mining is the complete analysis step of the 

Knowledge Discovery in Databases process. It is nothing 

but a computational activity consisting of discovering 

meaningful and hidden patterns and information in large 

datasets of items. Artificial intelligence, machine learning, 

statistics, and database systems are some application areas 

of data mining. In general we can say that, the overall aim 

of the data mining procedure is to dig out meaningful and 

hidden information from a dataset containing items and 

then renovate it into a affordable structure for future use. 

Excluding knowledge analysis step, it additionally 

involves the idea of database and data management, data 

pre-processing. Various alternative activities like inference 

and complexity considerations, interestingness metrics, 

and post-processing of discovered structures are also the 

part of data mining process. 

 

Association Rule Mining (ARM) is one of the foremost 

imperative research areas in the concept of data mining 

that facilitate the mining of concealed repeated patterns 

that based on their own frequencies in the shape of 

association rules from any item set or datasets containing 

entities to represent the most recent trends in the given 

dataset. These mined repeated patterns or fuzzy 

association rules uses either for physical data analysis or 

additionally influenced to compel any mining tasks like 

categorization and collecting which helps domain area 

experts to automate decision-making solutions. 

 

Now a day’s FARM has deliver a good tremendous 

recognition owing of its correctness or accurateness, which 

might be described to its capability to mine massive 

amounts of knowledge from very large transactional and 

relational datasets. Currently frequent patterns retain all 

the prevailing relationships between items and entities in 

the given dataset and pact only with the numerically 

noteworthy associations, classification or clustering. 

Association rules mining technique in widely used in 

various areas such as telecommunication networks, stock 

market research and risk management, inventory control 

etc. The Apriori algorithm is used for frequent item set 

mining using association rules over the transactional 

databases. The apriori algorithm is proceeds by recognize 

the frequent individual items in the dataset and expanding 

them to larger and larger item sets as long as those item 

sets appear adequately often in the database[1]. 

 

Association rule mining is to find and dig out association 

rules that gratify the pre-defined minimum support and 

confidence from a given dataset of items. In the concept of 

ARM, generally fuzzy Association Rule Mining (FARM) 

technique has been comprehensively adopted in 

transactional and relational datasets those datasets 

containing items that have a fewer to medium amount of 

attributes/ dimensions. Few techniques have also adopted 

for high dimensional dataset also, but whether those 

techniques have also work for low dimensional datasets 

are yet to be proven out. 
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2. Classification of Association Rule Mining 

Algorithms 
 

Association rule mining algorithms can be divided in two 

basic classes; these are BFS like algorithms and DFS like 

algorithms [1]. In case of BFS, at first the minimum 

support is determined for all item sets in a specific level 

depth, but in DFS, it descends the structure recursively 

through several depth levels. Both of these can be divided 

further in two sub classes; these are counting and 

intersecting. Apriori algorithm comes under the counting 

subclass of BFS class algorithms. It was the first attempt to 

mine association rules from a large dataset. The algorithm 

can be used for both, finding frequent patterns and also 

deriving association rules from them. FP-Growth 

algorithm falls under the counting subclass of DFS class 

algorithms. These two algorithms are the popular example 

of the classical association rule mining. 

 

 
Figure 1: Classification of Mining Algorithm 

 

3. Classical Association Rule Mining and 

Fuzzy Association Rule Mining 
 

Classical association rule mining depends on the Boolean 

logic to transform numerical attributes into Boolean 

attributes by sharp partitioning of dataset. So that number 

of rules generated is low. It is inefficient in case of huge 

mining problems. In the classical association rule mining 

algorithms users have to specify the minimum support for 

the given dataset on which the association rule mining 

algorithm will be apply. But it is very much possible that 

the user sets a wrong minimum support value which can 

hamper the generation of association rules. And the setting 

of minimum support is not an easy task. If minimum 

support is set to a wrong value then there is a big 

possibility of combinatorial blow up of huge number of 

association rule within which many association rules will 

not be interesting. Fuzzy association rule mining first 

began in the form of knowledge discovery in Fuzzy expert 

systems. Instead of Boolean logic, a fuzzy expert system 

[2] uses a collection of fuzzy membership functions and 

rules [3]. The rules in a fuzzy expert system are usually of 

a form similar to the following: 

 

“If it is raining then put up your umbrella” 

 

Here if part is the antecedent part and then part is the 

consequent part [4]. This type of rules as a set helps in 

pointing towards any solution with in the solution set. But 

in case of Boolean logic every data attribute is measured 

only in terms of yes or no, in other words positive or 

negative. So it never allows us to have the diverse field of 

solutions. It always marginalizes the solutions; on the 

other hand fuzzy logic keeps broad ways of solutions open 

for the users. Many other fuzzy logic techniques are also 

use in fuzzy association rule mining [5]. Classical 

association rule mining uses the concept of crisp sets. 

 

4. Crisp and Fuzzy Sets 
 

Crisp Sets 

 

Crisp sets have a well defined universe of members. A set 

can either be described by the list method (naming all the 

members) or by the rule method (properties that all 

members have to satisfy). Sets are denoted by capital 

letters, their members by lower-case letters. The list 

method is denoted as follows: 

 

A={a1, a2,...,an}  

For the rule method, we write: 

B={b∣ b has propertiesP1, P2,...,Pn} 

 

If the elements of a set are sets themselves, this set is 

referred to as a family of sets. {Ai∣ i∈ I } Defines the 

family of sets where i and I are called the set identifier and 

the identification set. The family of sets is also called an 

indexed set. Any set A is called a subset of B if every 

member of A is also a member of B. This is written as 

A⊆B. If A⊆B and B⊆A, the two sets contain the same 

members and thus are equal. Equal sets are denoted by 

A=B, the contrary, namely unequal sets, are written as 

A≠B. If A⊆B and A≠B are true, this indicates that B 

contains at least one object that is not a member of A. In 

this case, A would be called a proper subset of B and 

written A⊂B. The empty set that contains no members is 

denoted by ∅ . 

 

Elements are assigned to the sets by giving them the 

values 0 or 1. Every element that shows a 1 is a member of 

the set. The number of elements that belong to a set is 

called its cardinality. All sets that have been created by the 

rule method might contain an infinite number of elements. 

 

The set containing all members of set B that are not 

members of set A is called the relative complement of A 

with respect to set B, written B−A. If set B is the universal 

set, the compliment is absolute and denoted by  the union 

of two sets A and B is a set containing all elements that are 

in A or in B, denoted by A∪B, whereas their intersection 

is a set that contains only those elements which are 

members of A and B, denoted by A∩B. Two elements are 

disjoint if they do not have any elements in common, that 

means, if A∩B=∅ . A collection of disjoint subsets of A is 

called a partition on A if the union of those subsets makes 

the original set A. The partition is denoted by the symbol, 

formally ={Ai∣ i∈ I, Ai⊆A}. 

 

All of the operations union, intersection and complement 

apply to several rules.  

 

At first, union and intersection are commutative, that 

means that the order of the operands does not affect the 

result: 
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A∪B=B∪A, A∩B=B∩A. 

 

The second rule, called associativity, states that union and 

intersection can be applied pair wise in any order without 

changing the result: 

 

A∪B∪C=(A∪B)∪C=A∪ (B∪C), 

A∩B∩C=(A∩B)∩C=A∩(B∩C). 

 

Union and intersection both are idempotent operations 

because applying any of those operations on a set with 

itself will give the same set: A∪A=A, A∩A=A. 

 

The distributive law is satisfied for both union and 

intersection in the following way: 

A∩(B∪C)=(A∩B)∪ (A∩C), A∪ (B∩C)=(A∪B)∩(A∪C). 

 

DeMorgan's law constitutes that the complement of the 

union of two sets matches the union of their complements: 

 

=∪, =∩. [6] 

 

Fuzzy Sets 

 

Fuzzy sets can generally be viewed as an extension of the 

classical crisp sets. 

 

“Fuzzy sets are generalized sets which allow for a graded 

membership of their elements. Usually the real unit 

interval [0; 1] is chosen as the membership degree 

structure.”[6] 

 

Crisp sets are discriminating between members and 

nonmembers of a set by assigning 0 or 1 to each object of 

the universal set. By assigning values that fall in a 

specified range, typically 0 to 1, to the elements, fuzzy sets 

generalize this function. This evolved out of the attempt to 

build a mathematical model which can display the vague 

colloquial language. Fuzzy sets have proofed to be useful 

in many areas where the colloquial language is of 

influence. Let X be the universal set. The function A is the 

membership function which defines set A. 

 

Formally: A : X [0,1]. 

 

5. Fuzzy Association Rule Mining 

Algorithms 
 

In the last few decades there has been a large number of 

research work already done in the field of fuzzy 

association rule mining. The concept of fuzzy association 

rule mining approach generated from the necessity to 

efficiently mine quantitative data frequently present in 

databases. Algorithms for mining quantitative association 

rules have already been proposed in classical association 

rule mining. Dividing an attribute of data into sets 

covering certain ranges of values, engages the sharp 

boundary problem. To overcome this problem fuzzy logic 

has been introduced in association rule mining. But fuzzy 

association rule mining also have some problems.. 

Classical association rule mining regarding the sharp 

partitioning. Following are some partitioning rule: 

 

• Use of sharp ranges creates the problem of uncertainty. 

More precisely loss of information happens at the 

boundaries of these ranges. Even at the small changes in 

determining these intervals may create very unfamiliar 

results which could be also wrong.  

• These partitions do not have proper semantics attached 

with them.  

 

In fuzzy association rule mining the transformation of 

numerical attributes into fuzzy attributes is done using the 

fuzzy logic concept. In fuzzy logic attribute values are not 

represented by just 0 or 1. Here attribute values are 

represented within a range between 0 and 1[7]. According 

to this way, crisp binary attributes are converted to fuzzy 

attributes and by using fuzzy logic; we can easily resolve 

the above problems. The algorithms which are mostly use 

for fuzzy association rule mining are the fuzzy versions of 

Apriori algorithm. Apriori algorithm is slow and 

inefficient in case of large datasets. Fuzzy versions of 

Apriori algorithm would not be able to handle real-life 

huge datasets. Algorithms uses the principle of memory 

dependency like FP-Growth and its fuzzy versions are 

inadequate to deal with huge datasets. But these huge data 

sets can be easily managed by the partial memory 

dependent variant algorithms like ARMOR and. Ashish 

Mangalampalli, Vikram Pudi [12] proposed a new fuzzy 

association rule mining algorithm which will perform 

mining task on huge datasets efficiently and in fast. Their 

proposed algorithm has two-step processing of dataset. But 

before the actual algorithm there is preprocessing of 

dataset by fuzzy c-means clustering. Fuzzy partitions can 

be done on given data set so that every data point is a 

member of each and every cluster with a certain 

membership value. Main objective of the algorithm is to 

minimize the Equ (1)
2
 (1)  

 

Where m is any real number such that 1 ≤ m < ∞, 𝜇𝑖𝑗 is the 

degree of membership of 𝑥𝑖in the cluster of j, 𝑥𝑖 is the𝑖𝑡ℎ  

dimensional measured data,𝑐𝑗is the d-dimensional cluster 

center, and is any norm expressing the similarity between 

any measured data and the center. By this way 

corresponding fuzzy partitions of the dataset is generated 

where each value of numeric attributes are uniquely 

identified by their membership functions (μ). Depending 

upon the number of fuzzy partitions defined for an 

attribute, each and every existing crisp data is converted to 

multiple fuzzy data. This has the possibility of 

combinatorial explosion of generation of fuzzy records. So 

they have set a low threshold value for the membership 

function μ which is 0.1 to keep control over the generation 

of fuzzy records. During the fuzzy association rule mining 

process, the original data set is extended with attribute 

values within the range (0, 1) due to the large number of 

fuzzy partitions are being done on each of the quantitative 

attribute. To process this extended fuzzy dataset, some 

measures are needed which are based on t-norms [8], [9], 

[10]. In this way the fuzzy dataset E is created upon which 

the proposed algorithm will work. The dataset is logically 

divided into p disjoint horizontal partitions𝑃1, 2,….,𝑃𝑃. 

Each partition is as large as it can fit in the available main 

memory. They have used the following notations, 
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• E=fuzzy dataset generated after pre-processing  

• Set of partitions𝑃={𝑃1,𝑃2,….,𝑃𝑃}  

• td[it] = tidlist of item set it  

• μ = fuzzy membership of any itemset  

• count[it] = cumulative μ of item set it over all partitions 

in which it has been processed  

• d = number of partitions (for any particular item set it) 

that have been processed since the partition in which it 

was added 

 

Byte-vector like data structure is used to represent fuzzy 

partitions of given data set. Each element of the byte-

vector is nothing but the membership value (μ) of the item 

set. In a transaction the byte-vector cell which does not 

contain any item set, is assigned a value of 0. Initially the 

each byte-vector cell has the value of 0. Byte-vector 

representation of Tidlists is huge and could lead to 

incessant thrashing problem. 

 

Quantitative association rules are defined over quantitative 

and categorical attributes [11]. The statement “70% of 

tertiary educated people between age 25 and 30 are 

unmarried” is one such example. In [11], the values of 

categorical attributes are mapped to a set of consecutive 

integers and the values of quantitative attributes are first 

discretized into intervals using equi-depth partitioning, if 

necessary, and then mapped to consecutive integers to 

preserve the order of the values/intervals. And as a result, 

both categorical and quantitative attributes can be handled 

in a uniform fashion as a set of <attribute, integer value> 

pairs. With the mappings defined in [11], a quantitative 

association rule is mapped to a set of boolean association 

rules. In other words, therefore, rather than having just one 

field for each attribute, there is a need to use as many 

fields as the number of different attribute values. For 

example, the value of a boolean field corresponding to 

<attribute1, value1> would be “1” if attribute1 has value1 

in the original record and “0”, otherwise [11]. After the 

mappings, the algorithms for mining Boolean association 

rules (e.g. [1-2]) is then applied to the transformed data 

set. 

 

Let I = {i1, i2, …, im} be a set of binary attributes called 

items and T be a set of transactions. Each transaction t T is 

represented as a binary vector with t[k] = 1 if t contains 

item ik and t[k] = 0, otherwise, for k = 1, 2, …, m. An 

association rule1 is defined as an implication of the form 

X Y where X I, Y I, and X Y =. The rule X Y holds in T 

with support defined as the percentage of records having 

both X and Y and confidence defined as the percentage of 

records having Y given that they also have X. For the 

mining algorithms to determine if an association is 

interesting, its support and confidence have to be greater 

than some user-supplied thresholds. A weakness of such 

approach is that many users do not have any idea what the 

thresholds should be. If it is set too high, a user may miss 

some useful rules but if it is set too low, the user may be 

overwhelmed by many irrelevant ones. 

 

Furthermore, the intervals involved in quantitative 

association rules may not be concise and meaningful 

enough for human experts to obtain nontrivial knowledge. 

Fuzzy linguistic summaries introduced in [12-13] express 

knowledge in linguistic representation which is natural for 

people to comprehend. An example of linguistic 

summaries is the statement “about half of people in the 

database are middle aged.” In contrast to association rules 

which involve implications between different attributes, 

the fuzzy linguistic summaries only provide 

summarization on different attributes. Although this 

technique can provide concise summaries which are nature 

for people to comprehend, there is no idea of implication 

in fuzzy linguistic summaries. As a result, this technique 

which provides a means for data analysis is not developed 

for the task of rule discovery. In addition to fuzzy 

linguistic summaries, the applicability of fuzzy modeling 

techniques to data mining has been discussed in [. Given a 

series of fuzzy sets, A1, A2, …, Ac, context sensitive 

Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) method is used to construct the 

rule-based models with the rules y is Ai if W1 and W2 and 

… and Wc where W1, W2, …, Wc are the regions in the 

input space that are centered around the “c” prototypes for 

i = 1, 2, …, c [13]. 

 

Nevertheless, the context-sensitive FCM method can only 

manipulate quantitative attributes and it is for this reason 

that this technique is inadequate to deal with most real-life 

databases which consist of both quantitative and 

categorical attributes. 

 

6. Conclusion 
 

Knowledge extraction in databases may be the method of 

extracting data within the type of interesting rules. These 

rules are domain specific. These rules reveal the 

association relationship among totally different data’s that 

however a specific information items expounded to a 

different information item. So, we have a tendency to 

decision these rules as association rule. These rules are 

heuristic in nature. The method of extracting and 

managing these rules is understood as association rule 

mining. Association rule mining is a very important 

method in intelligent systems like Expert system. As a 

result of these intelligent systems solves domain specific 

issues. And this needs domain specific information. 

Association rule mining is essentially of two types. One is 

classical or crisp association rule mining and also the 

alternative one is fuzzy association rule mining. Classical 

association rule mining uses Boolean logic to convert 

numerical attributes into binary attributes by the assistance 

of sharp crisp partitions. However the utilization of sharp 

partitions creates the problem of uncertainty. Within which 

valuable information might become inconsistent over these 

sharp partitions. Another downside with classical 

association rule mining is, here a user need to offer a 

minimum support value for the mining purpose. And as we 

all know that we tend to humans are error prone. Any 

wrong setting of minimum support might find yourself in 

erroneous results. This will even cause the generation of 

large number of redundant rules further more as useless 

rules. So, it is very a difficult task of setting an accurate 

minimum support value manually. That is why classical 

association rule mining is time consuming and fewer 

accurate methods. Fuzzy association rule mining is 

comparatively a more recent idea. This uses the idea of 

fuzzy set theory for mining job. This survey paper 
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represents a review of some of the existing fuzzy 

association rule mining methodologies. 
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